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Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fuller, Heather
16 February 2015 10:33
Pascoe, Mark
FW: City of Bristol Boundary Review-Frome Vale Ward

From: Mike Dagger
Sent: 15 February 2015 17:09
To: Reviews@
Subject: City of Bristol Boundary Review-Frome Vale Ward

Dear Sirs
I wish to support the proposed new boundary as detailed above for its community advantages.
Yours faithfully
Michael Dagger
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City of Bristol
Personal Details:
Name:

Paula Dangerfield

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I would like to register my support for the idea of a 'partnership ward between Westbury on
Trym and Henleaze' combining the two present wards into one and sharing 3 councillors. It
would be appalling for Westbury on Trym to lose it's unique village and having lived in both for
a number of years I do believe this would be the best solution if boundaries have to change.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/4566
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City of Bristol
Personal Details:
Name:

Nigel Daniel

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I strongly object to the partition of Hotwells from Clifton and Cliftonwood; it has absolutely no
connection with Southville the proposed merger but has every connection with Clifton and
Cliftonwood. This proposal makes no sense.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/4586
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City of Bristol
Personal Details:
Name:

Michael Davidson

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Westbury on Trym Boundary Changes. Dear Sir/Madam I have seen the proposal for the above
and would like to support the idea of a partnership ward with Westbury on Trym and Henleaze
- combining the two present wards into one and sharing 3 councillors between us. Reasons: 1.
Protects Westbury on Tryms heritage and Identity. 2. Avoids splitting the community into two
separate parts 3. Avoids the merging of the more historic part of Westbury with it’s much
younger neighbour Henleaze on a disproportionate basis. Michael Davidson

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/4484
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City of Bristol
Personal Details:
Name:

Andrew Davies

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I wish to object to the planned boundary changes to the Westbury on Trym area. The propsals
would mean that the ancient village, the heart throb of the area, would be removed from the
Westbury on Trym boundary area and amalgamated into the Henleaze Ward. How can this make
any sense at all? The village is over 1000 years old and warrants protection as part of the
Westbury on Trym Ward. It seems to me that the new propsals have been determined by
drawing a line on a map convientently along a main road which disects Westbury on Trym but
which has no real demogaphic meaning. My family has lived in the village for over 100 years
and consider themselves to be Westbury on Trym residents and totally distinct from Henleaze
with which they would now be amalgamated if the proposals go ahead. Residents of Westbury
on Trym village would no longer be afforded the same level of voice on local and unique issues
under these proposals which I see as a deprivation of their democratic rights. I understand that
the Westbury on Trym Society has met to discuss the proposals and put forward an alternative
which would involve a partnership ward with Henleaze combining the two existing wards into
one and sharing 3 councillors. Whilst I consider this preferable to the current proposals, I still
firmly believe that the Westbury on Trym area warrants its on Ward status and so favour the
status quo.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/4520
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Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fuller, Heather
16 February 2015 10:34
Pascoe, Mark
FW: Comments on Bristol City Council proposed boundary changes

From: Ella Davies
Sent: 15 February 2015 12:25
To: Reviews@
Subject: Comments on Bristol City Council proposed boundary changes
Dear LGBCE
I have read with interest the the Draft Recommendations Report for Bristol City Council.
I have the following comments on the proposed new wards of Stoke Bishop and Avonmouth and Lawrence Weston Ward.
I live in Sea Mills which under the new proposals will be slit between these 2 new wards. My house would be incorporated
into the Stoke Bishop Ward.
I'm writing to ask if it would be possible to reconsider the northern boundary of this new Stoke Bishop ward. The draft plan
has this boundary as the A4162 but this cuts the Sea Mills community in two. While Sea Mills is a small suburb we have a
library and community centre as well as residential properties which are on the north side of the A4162.
One of the criteria of the boundary changes is to reflect community identity. As a resident of Sea Mills I consider that it is
important that the the homes to the north of the A1462 should be included with the rest of Sea Mills and if possible
Combe Dingle should also remain linked to Sea Mills. I believe that those who live on that side of the road identify
strongly with the rest of Sea Mills on the south of the A1462.
The catchment area of the local Sea Mills Primary School includes pupils who live on the north side of the A1462 and
from Combe Dingle. Also while I don't attend the local church, I would imagine that it is possible that a number of the
congregation for both the Methodists church on Shirehampton Road and St Edyth's on Avonleaze live on the other side
of the A4162 so would identify with Sea Mills rather than Lawrence Weston and Avonmouth- neither of which are in
visible sight from Combe Dingle. Equally people living to the south of the A1462 may attend High grove church, Sea Mills
which is to the North of the A1462. Also the Doctors surgery is to the south and I imagine a lot of people who live in
Combe Dingle and Sea Mills on the North of the A4162 attend the Doctors surgery on Riverleaze.
The North boundary should be along Kings Weston Road and not the A1462.
By Splitting Sea Mills in two it means if there is an issue which effects the whole of our community, such as planning
applications, I will need to write to councillors in both wards. It also splits the neighbourhood partnerships in 2 which
would be a great shame and the current one gives representation to the whole of Sea Mills.
I appreciate that it is important to ensure equality between the electorate population in a ward and the numbers of
councillors but I wonder if it is to simplistic to assume that there should always be 70 councillors. Would it be possible to
have a more flexible model which has a minimum and maximum number of councillors overall? Say between 65 and 75.
This would give flexibility to enable wards which have population growths to then have an extra councillor and those
which experience population de-crease to have a reduction in the number of councillors representing their ward. This
would be reviewed at each 4 year election point. The number of wards would remain the same at 35 but the number of
councillors would change slightly every 4 or so years.
With Kind regards
1

Miss (Robin) Ella Davies
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Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fuller, Heather
16 February 2015 10:30
Pascoe, Mark
FW: Bristol Ward Boundary changes

From: Ella Davies
Sent: 16 February 2015 08:07
To: Reviews@
Subject: Bristol Ward Boundary changes

Dear LGBCE
Further to my email yesterday.
Could the New Stoke Bishop Ward be named 'Stoke Bishop and Sea Mills' Ward, So both places have equal weight.
Many of the new ward names reference the 2 places it covers so hopefully this could be considered for this ward.
Hopefully the boundary can be re-drawn to include the whole of Sea Mills as currently the proposed boundary along the
A4162 cuts Sea Mills in two.
I would like to put forward that it seems a shame to loose the name Kings Weston from the Ward list for Bristol.
This is a very historic area name and is referenced in mediaeval maps of the area. The land for much of Lawrence
Weston and Avonmouth was donated by the Napier Miles family of Kings Weston House.
Equally it is a shame for the residents of Shirehampton village to not be in a ward with their village name referenced- a
very ancient village which I believe only became part of Bristol in 1903 and has a very strong identity of it's own. It is now
to be a in a ward called 'Avonmouth and Lawrence Weston'. Hopefully you have received comments from Shirehampton
locals regarding this issue.
With Kind regards
Ella
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City of Bristol
Personal Details:
Name:

philip davies

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
To split Kingsdown into three, damages to weaken a community which thrives through its
diversity.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/4786
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City of Bristol
Personal Details:
Name:

Suzi Davies

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I'm writing to say that as a resident of Stapleton, I do not want the village to be split by the
proposed local government boundary commission. I live on
near the junction with
Brinkworthy Rd and Duchess Way and I do not wish to be separated from the rest of the village
and thrown in with Fishponds and Oldbury Court. For over 30 years we have been in the
Eastville Ward and I wish to remain in it now.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/4591
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City of Bristol
Personal Details:
Name:

Peter Davis

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Feature Annotations

2: To Cotham - St Michael's Hill
1: To Clifton East - residential
Shops and residential dwellings
dwellings associated with part of Cotham and Kingsdown
Cotham Hill and Whiteladies
Road
3: To Coth

Contains Ordnance Survey data © Crown copyright and database rights 2013.

Map Features:

To Clifton East - residential dwellings associated with Cotham Hill and
Whiteladies Road

Annotation 1:

Annotation 2: To Cotham - St Michael's Hill Shops and residential dwellings part of Cotham
and Kingsdown
Annotation 3:

To Cotham - Residential dwellings part of Kingsdown

Annotation 5:

To Ashley and Stokes Croft - Residential dwellings part of Stokes Croft

Comment text:
The central boundaries are non-sensical on their northern edges, inappropriately separating some residential dwellings from their neighbours and the natural focus
of their districts. Area 1 more appropriately should be part of the Clifton East ward. These are residential dwellings which are focussed towards Cotham Hill and
Whiteladies Road rather than Central Bristol. The BBC and University Buildings should remain part of the Central ward. Area 2 should be part of the Cotham
ward. It makes no sense to break off the main shopping area for Kingsdown from the rest of the district which is part of the Cotham Ward. University and UH
Bristol Hospital buildings should be kept as part of the Central ward. Area 3 should be part of the Cotham ward. These are residential dwellings that are part of
the Kingsdown and should be part of the same ward as the rest of the district. The University and UH Bristol Hospital buildings and areas should be kept as part
of the Central Ward. Area 5 should be part of the Ashley and Stokes Croft ward. These are residential dwellings that are focussed towards Stokes Croft rather
than the central area. Although these changes would reduce the area of the Central ward, major residential building is currently taking place or planned for the
central area that will significantly increase its population and electorate numbers in the next few years, such that any drop would only be very temporary.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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City of Bristol
Personal Details:
Name:

Peter Davis

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Feature Annotations

3: To Cotham - Residential dwellings
5: To Ashley and Stokes Croft
part of Kingsdown
- Residential dwellings part
of Stokes Croft

Contains Ordnance Survey data © Crown copyright and database rights 2013.

Map Features:

To Clifton East - residential dwellings associated with Cotham Hill and
Whiteladies Road

Annotation 1:

Annotation 2: To Cotham - St Michael's Hill Shops and residential dwellings part of Cotham
and Kingsdown
Annotation 3:

To Cotham - Residential dwellings part of Kingsdown

Annotation 5:

To Ashley and Stokes Croft - Residential dwellings part of Stokes Croft

Comment text:
The central boundaries are non-sensical on their northern edges, inappropriately separating some residential dwellings from their neighbours and the natural focus
of their districts. Area 1 more appropriately should be part of the Clifton East ward. These are residential dwellings which are focussed towards Cotham Hill and
Whiteladies Road rather than Central Bristol. The BBC and University Buildings should remain part of the Central ward. Area 2 should be part of the Cotham
ward. It makes no sense to break off the main shopping area for Kingsdown from the rest of the district which is part of the Cotham Ward. University and UH
Bristol Hospital buildings should be kept as part of the Central ward. Area 3 should be part of the Cotham ward. These are residential dwellings that are part of
the Kingsdown and should be part of the same ward as the rest of the district. The University and UH Bristol Hospital buildings and areas should be kept as part
of the Central Ward. Area 5 should be part of the Ashley and Stokes Croft ward. These are residential dwellings that are focussed towards Stokes Croft rather
than the central area. Although these changes would reduce the area of the Central ward, major residential building is currently taking place or planned for the
central area that will significantly increase its population and electorate numbers in the next few years, such that any drop would only be very temporary.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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City of Bristol
Personal Details:
Name:

Pete Daw

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Please see my attached written statement concerning the proposal for Bristol Ctiy Council. I am
enormously upset by the proposal for WEstbury On Trym, an 8th Century village, surrounded by
Bristol, which you have wiped off the map. Additionally, you have failed to recognise the shared
culture between Henleaze and Westbury On Trym, instead hiving off part of Westbury On TRym
into Southmead - totally ignoring the fact that the area you propose to make part of
Southmead cannot access Southmead owing to physical barriers such as the river and the
several mile long of chain link fence that separates the two very difference communities. People
living in the Area D of WEstbury On Trym, particularly the Eastfield EState of Home Ground,
Comb Paddock and Clover Ground are part of WEstbury On Trym, not Stouhmead. The parish
records going back to the 8th century support their claim to be, to want to stay in, Westbury
On Trym. They hear the bells fo the parish church of Westbury on Trym, are bordered by the
WEstbury On Trym nature reserve's fencing, and yet your proposal wants to make them part of
Southmead - a community eight stops away by a bus they would have to leave their own ward
in order to catch. Far better, in respect f electoral equality, to merge WEstbury On Trym and
Hnelaeze on existing boundaries into a three seat boundary, giving the existing fourth setat to
the inner city to better balance electoral equality. I propose, and all I have spoken with
support, a merged Henleaze & Westbury On Trym constitutency of three councillors, with
nobody having their home redesignated Southmead.

Uploaded Documents:
Download

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/4852

16/02/2015

Dear Sir or Madam,
Proposed changes to boundaries in the City of Bristol
Particular focus on Westbury On Trym, an 8th Century village surrounded by the city.
I write in connection with the proposals for the City of Bristol, in particular the constituency of
Westbury On Trym. I object to the boundary commission’s proposals. For the remainder of this
letter, I will refer to Westbury on Trym as either Westbury or WOT.
I will set out my objections using three criteria:




Delivering electoral equality
Reflecting interests and identified of local communities
Promoting effective and convenient local government.

However, before I do so, let me just make some general observations which I believe the current
proposal fails to consider.
Westbury On Trym is a village whose history goes back to the eighth century. Nowadays, the village
is surrounded by the City of Bristol. However, Westbury pre-dates Bristol. The parish church of
Westbury, for example, is older than Bristol Cathedral. The boundaries of the village and existence of
the community is therefore very well known, and takes precedence over the city’s boundaries by
virtue of having been here first. If it is necessary for change, then it is the City of Bristol than must
accommodate the change, not the Villagers of Westbury On Trym.
We, the village folk, continue to behave as village dwellers. We have a butcher, a baker, a
candlestick maker, and we continue to use them to this day. We could go to an out of town regional
shopping centre to buy stuff. But we prefer to remain true to our village nature, and to shop locally,
to organise locally, to continue with our traditions such as the Village Show. Despite how that
sounds, we are a very forward-looking community. As part of the Transition Town movement,
Westbury On Trym has SuSWOT, the Sustainable Westbury On Trym group. We, like other parts of
the city that surrounds us, are aware of the challenges posed by peak oil. We are planning and
mitigating against the challenges posed by a world beyond cheap fuel. Just as the village survived
before the industrial revolution, so too will we survive long after people have forgotten about
fracking.
Your current proposal, to break up our village, to take our high street (Canford Lane), our Church
Hall, (and Holy Trinity church) our Cenotaph, and wipe them off the map, placing them in the much
more youthful neighbour of Henleaze is therefore unwelcome, and opposed. Our village has a
culture, an identity, representing a community, which your proposal fails to recognise. As such I
oppose it.

Delivering Electoral Equality
I am however mindful that over recent years, whilst Westbury On Trym has become characterised by
a declining population, and properties occupied by empty nesters, other parts of the City of Bristol
have grown rapidly. I am aware that in some of the 70 wards of the city a Councillor represents
8,000 individuals, whereas in another ward in the same city a Councillor represents closer to 15,000.
It would be preferable to achieve a closer sense of equality with each Councillor representing a
similar size constituency of voters. However, I do not wish this to be done in such a way as to break
up the community I am part of. If it becomes a choice between being less represented but
maintaining the community, then I for one would prefer to lose a councillor than destroy a
community. That feeling dominates the views of the village folk as I understand them currently.
Within the centre of Bristol, I am aware that the wards of Cabot and Lawrence Hill and Harbourside
area have seen particular growth. Some estimates suggest that Cabot and Lawrence Hill wards have
absorbed roughly one third of all the growth in the city over a period of five years. At the same time,
Westbury On Trym and Henleaze have been characterised by declining population as people age,
die, and younger members of the community move away to University, and then find themselves
unable to return owing to high house prices. The most simple proposal to more closely balance the
electoral equality of the city would be to remove one councillor from the current two –councillor
ward of Westbury On Trym and give that councillor to one of the growing inner city wards. This
could be done without changing the boundary of Westbury On Trym at all. It is the preferred change
of every person I have spoken to in the village.
In support of this proposal, I remind the boundary commissioners of a period of recent history in the
lives of the Westbury On Trym village folk. One of our two local Councillors was Ashley Fox
(Conservative). Ashley decided to stand as member of the European Parliament, whilst still a
Councillor of Bristol City Council. Ashley won the seat, became a Member of the European
Parliament, and moved to Brussells, to serve his constituents. What Cllr Fox did not do was resign his
position as Councillor. In other words, for a period of time that lasted the several years to the next
local election, Westbury On Trym only had one Councillor, whilst the other was not even in the
country. Village life did not stop. The electoral system did not grind to a halt. The church services
continued, the village show took place, the mothers and toddlers met, the pubs remained full. The
simple fact is that the Councillor for Westbury On Trym has so little work, that we did without one
for several years, and nobody noticed.
We are fortunate, as a community, to have a great location, an amazing community, an above
average life expectancy, above average incomes, and all sorts of measures of wellbeing that place us
well above the national average. We are in point of fact the only city in the country outside of
London that make a net contribution to GDP. We are, basically, very fortunate. We rely on our
councillors for very little. If the boundary commissioners would like to take one of our two
councillors away from us, precedent dictates that will be absolutely fine. Just don’t mess with our
ward boundary. We’ll keep the community and lose the councillor, thank you very much.

Reflecting interests and identities of the local community.
You ask that submissions reflect as far as possible the interests and identities of our communities.
Our community is made up of many things. It is made up of local behaviours, local customs, local
traditions that are reflected in place names and activities. It is made up of existing networks that
serve our community, like the Women’s Institute, SuSWOT, the Probus club for retired and so on and
so forth. Our community is so rich and diverse that it takes two local magazines around 100 pages of
A5 each twelve weeks just to list the activities that go on. In addition, a further two weekly
newspapers are delivered free to the area each carrying events listings.
Our community is reflected on the road signs that indicate the area across the city. Travel from the
city centre out of Bristol and you will travel down the Henleaze Road, through Henleaze. When you
reach the mini roundabout at the junction of Henleaze Road, Southmead Road, and Eastfield Road,
you are at the boundary of Henleaze, Southmead and Westbury On Trym respectively. Approach
from the Henleaze Road, the sign will indiciate “Westbury On Trym (Village)” is left, on Eastfield
Road. Approach from Southmead Road and the sign will indicate “Westbury On Trym (Village)” is
right, on Eastfield Road. The meeting point of these three main roads is the intersection of three
communities. The roads adjoining Henleaze Road are part of Henleaze. The roads immediately
joining Southmead Road are Southmead. And the roads immediately joining Eastfield Road are
Westbury On Trym. Your proposals takes zone D of Westbury On Trym, notably the “Eastfield
Estate” comprising the roads of Home Ground, Clover Ground and Comb Paddock out of Westbury
On Trym. It is wrong to do so.
Eastfield, Eastfield Road, and Eastfield Estate are all references to the origins of the area in the fourfield crop rotation system, back when the area was part of the farmland that is now Clifton and
Durdham Downs. Until the mid 1970’s, the Eastfield Estate for example remained open land, used as
the Rugby Ground of my old school, Queen Elizabeth’s Hospital, Founder: HM Queen Elizabeth I,
Patron: HM Queen Elizabeth II. The three streets of the Eastfield Estate: Home Ground, Clover
Ground and Comb Paddock are part of the village of Westbury On Trym, have always been part of
the village, and should not be taken away from it. The parish records, dating back to the 8th Century
support these streets claim to be part of Westbury On Trym for a period of 1200 years.
Going back to physical geography, the name Westbury On Trym refers to the river Trym, whose
tributary emerges above ground just a few yards away from the mini roundabout at which Henleaze,
Southmed and Eastfield Roads meet. The river runs to the East and North of the Eastfield Estate,
emerging above ground to the West of Henleaze Lake, briefly, before passing under Lake Road,
emerging literally a foot within the gates of Badocks Woods. These woods, Badocks Woods, are part
of Southmead. The reason for that is that this tributary of the River Trym (although un-named on
maps as the tributary is so short) forms the boundary between Westbury On Trym and Southmead.
Lake Road is in Southmead because it is east of the tributary, separated from Westbury on Trym by
this tributary. You have to cross the river to get to Westbury from Lake Road, but you remain dry if
you pass from Lake Road to Southmead.
The Eastfield Estate is bordered to the North and West by the nature reserve, which forms part of
the Westbury On Trym Preservation Area. The nature reserve has a boundary fence all around it,
preventing anyone from Southmead from coming into it.

By contrast, the residents of Clover Ground, Comb Paddock and Home Ground use the footpaths
connecting their streets first with Pinewood Close, and then through another footpath from there to
Trym Road and the heart of the village itself. Equally, the footpath from the Eastfield Estate goes
through pinewood close and joins up with Cote Lea Park. Here, a second footpath connects the
Eastifeld Estate with Chock Lane, where in turn a third footpath leads to the Westbury On Trym
village church, and beyond to Westbury On Trym Primary Care Centre. It is possible for the residents
of the Eastfield Estate to walk to the heart of the village, its shops, chuches and pubs, without
needing to use any road, just the footpaths will take you there. These footpaths are evidence of a
community of people who go shopping on foot, who walk their children to school, who use local
facilities that demonstrate both the streets they live in and the community services the enjoy the
use of are both Westbury On Trym. Home Ground, Comb Paddock and Clover Ground have
postcodes of BS9, not BS10. They are part of, and need to remain within the boundary of, Westbury
On Trym.
In respect of transports links, a resident of Home Ground, Comb Paddock or Clover Ground can walk
onto the main, Eastfield Road, and catch a bus down waters lane, onto Canford Lane and enjoy the
shopping facilities of the village high street. This bus, routes 501, and 502, will not take them to
either Southmead or Henleaze. The transport network supports the travel of people to the village
high street, one single stop away. By contrast, a person wanting to travel to Southmead from the
streets of Home Ground, Clover Ground or Comb Paddock would need to walk onto the Southmead
Road to catch a bus serving the shops at Greystoke Avenue. The route the bus would take is first
Southmead Road, then Doncaster Road, then Greystoke Avenue. The shops on Greystoke Avenue
would be the Eighth stop on the bus journey. The residents of the Eastfield Estate, Westbury On
Trym, don’t shop in Southmead because they are not part of its community. The residents of Comb
Paddock, Home Ground and Clover Ground are part of the community of Westbury On Trym, can
walk to it in minutes, or catch a bus to it in a single bus stop journey.
Community Groups.
Just two days ago I was at an event organised by Bristol Ctiy Council’s events teams, training
community members in the changes to licensing and event management that have been introduced
following Bristol becoming European Green Capital, 2015. The training was in how community
members can write the sustainability impact statement that accompanies their event plan, when
seeking a licence for an event from Bristol City Council. Bristol has standing licences for its 27 parks,
of which Canford Park, Westbury On Trym is one that community members can apply to the city to
host events within. Of the twelve people one the course, three of us were from BS9, from Westbury
On Trym. We organise an enormous number of groups and events in Westbury On Trym and it
simply would not be possible for me to provide you with a comprehensive list of everything that
goes on in our village. However, to illustrate just some of the community groups currently active, I
am going to list just SOME of the groups currently advertising their activities in one of our TWO local
(published quarterly) magazines, the BS9. “The Courier” and “The BS9” are separate publications,
published every quarter, and distributed to the 12,000 or so households within BS9. The Feburary
2015, issue 106, references the following community groups:

Westbury On Trym Methodist Church organises a programme of activities
Westbury On Trym Baptist Church likewish
Holy Trinity Parish Church Westbury On Trym likewise
Sacred Heart Catholic Church, Westbury On Trym likewise
The Community Church, Westbury On Trym likewise
Red Bus Nursery, Westbury On Trym
Redland Girls School Adult Acting Class WOT
The Chiron Centre (Compliemtary health centre, WOT)
Trym and Tone, Womens’ only Gym, WOT
The friendly club, WOT Methodist Church
Over 40’s club, WOT
Knit and Knatter, WOT
Men at Saint Peters, Henleaze (also meet for Coffee in WOT)
Bristol Cabot Probus Club (retired professionals group, WOT)
WOT Women’s Institute
Civil Service Retirement Fellowship, WOT branch
Instep Widows and Widowers club
Westbuy On Trym Village Hall volunteers (organiser of the Village Show among other events)
WOT Rotary Club
WOT Fielder Club
History & Arhaeology Club
Badminton Club
Social bridge club
North West Bristol Camera Club
WOT Scottish Club (country dancing classes)
Excel Bridge Club
Local History Group
International Plasticl Modellers Club
U3A – the University of the Third Age (for those no longer in full time work)
WOT Art Club
Westbury Walkers
WOT MEthodis Church Orestra
Elsie Briggs House (15th century cottage with its own programme of activities in WOT)
Ladies Badminton
Zumba
Sustainable Westbury On Trym (SuSWOT)
LinkAGE – organiser of the over 55’s Tai Chi classes
Tennis Club at the University of Bristol Sports Ground, WOT
Citygonfu – martial arts for adults and kids
Westbury Baptist Pro School
WOT Methodist Church Messy Church for children

Indeed, the current issue of the BS9 magazine contains an article on the boundary commission
proposals, reporting back on the most recent community meeting, which states “After careful
scrutiny and discussion of the option that would preserve the integrity fo the whole ward and keep
the name of Westbury On Trym attached to the original 1200-year old village, the overwhelming
opinion and wish from those present was to support Westbury On Trym being combined into a
partnership ward with Henleaze, with 3 councillors to represent the whole area, instead of the four
that at present represent the two wards separately”.

Facilities
The community groups listed above all make use of community facilities based within Westbury On
Trym, BS9. Local people can shop, see their GP, take part in leisure facilities, see a solicitor, catch a
bus, mark the end of war at a service at the cenotaph ALL WITHIN THE VILLAGE OF WESTBURY ON
TRYM. The community groups listed above are examples, by no means a complete list, of the sorts
of activities our community members get up to using the facilities that make up our community. The
reason I cannot give you a definitive list is that the BS9, just one of two community magazines listing
what’s on, runs to 96 pages, and is published every twelve weeks in addition to its similarly-sized
rival, “The Courier” and the two weekly free newspapers. Each of these has their own listings of
things going on, from the Westbury On Trym Business Association events to the over-55s Zumba
class. Village folk are busy folk. We take part in the community, we organise, we engage.
Identifiable boundaries
Natural features which mark the boundary of Westbury On Trym include the River Trym and its
tributaries. As described above, the shorter tributary of the river trym emerges above ground to the
East of Clover Ground and emerges above ground in Badocks woods before circling left, and joining
the main branch of the River Trym at the Weir, that marks the boundary of the Westbury ON Trym
nature reserve, to the north of Comb Paddock. The combination of the nature reserve and the river
mean that a natural physicl boundary exists in the form of the river, and a human boundary in the
from of a chain link fence that the nature reserve has - a seven foot high boundary fence, running
south along the edge of pinewood close and then again comb paddock, and north along the
boundary of channels hill and Homewood gardens, forming a physical defence of the (privately
owned and run) Westbury On Trym nature reserve.
It is impossible to come from Badocks Woods into the village of Westbury On Trym. You cannot cross
the wier that separates the nature reserve, BS9 from Badocks Woods, BS10 given that fencing
surrounds the nature reserve, preventing access. This fencing continues, and separate BS9 from
BS10. Westbury On Trym and Southmead are physically separated. The road network goes around
Badocks Woods. Even the footpaths that go through the woods are not possible to access for anyone
except the young and physically able bodied, given that they have turnstiles and gates, and obstacles
to be climbed over, to prevent people from Southmead riding mopeds through them.
Chain link fence runs on a continuous basis to the north of pinewood close and comb paddock, and
to the east of clover ground to vintery leys. Here, briefly, there is an entrance to Badocks wood,
before the fencing continues to the west of Lakewood crescent, briefly broken by a second entrance
to Badocks Woods near the north of Henleaze Lake, before the chain link fence continues beyond
the lake, to the west of lake road, before the exit from Badocks Woods onto Doncaster Avenue. In
the whole distance from Channells Hill, Westbury On Trym, BS9 to Doncaster Road, Southmead,
BS10 there are only two breaks in this chain link fence in the form of the two entrances to Badocks
Woods. Neither entrance is possible to access if you are in a wheelchair, using a bicycle, or pushing a
pushchair / buggy. The chainlink fence forms a physical barrier between Westbury On Trym and
Southmead. It has the three streets of the Eastifield Estate, Comb Paddock, Home Ground, Clover
Ground on the Westbury On Trym side of the fence, with the streets of Lakewood Road, Lakewood
Crescent and Lake being the Southmead side of the fence. These boundaries are reinforced further
by the river trym’s tributary. South West of the tributary if Westbury on Trym, North East of it is

Southmead, with one exception of Glenwood Road – which is part of Southmead because it adjoins
the Southmead Road and its bus services access Southmead, not Westbury On Trym.
The major roads serving north Bristol are Eastfield Road, Southmead Road and Henleaze Road. These
roads and their adjoining roads are Westbury On Trym, Southmead and Henleaze respectively. The
Eastfield Estate is part of Westbury On Trym because it is accessed from Eastfield Road, Westbury
On Trym. A bus from Eastfield Road will take you to Westbury on Trym’s centre. Lake Road and
Glenwood Road are part of Southmead because they are accessed from Southmead Road. A bus
from Southmead Road will take you to the shopping centre of Greystoke Avenue, Southmead.
Parishes
Holy Trinity Church Westbury On Trym is an 8th century parish church, with records going back that
entire time period, defining the boundary of the parish. The church pre-dates Bristol Cathedral. Even
Elsie Briggs House, nowadays part of the Dioscese of Clifton, is 15th century. Elsie Briggs House of
Prayer, adjacent to the parish church of Westbury On Trym provides film night, supper clubs, garden
events, forms part of the Bristol Open Doors day events and provides a fifteenth century cottage to
the folks in the village to take refuge in, whether as meditation (Tuesday afternoons) or watching a
film over supper (Last Wednesday of the month). The cottage was given to the people of the village
for their use.
In the records of the Parish Church, the Eastfield Estate, nowadays comprising the streets of Clover
Ground, Home Ground, and Comb Paddock, are part of Westbury On Trym. Indeed, stand in any of
them and you are listenging to the chimes of the church bells marking out the passage of the hours.
Shared Interests
As previously described, although not obvious from any map, the village of Westbury On Trym is
separated from Southmead by a chain link fence. Three layers of chain link fence in fact. These
surround and pass through badocks woods, referred to locally as “the demilitarised zone” given that
the woods separate Westbury from Southmead.
Westbury and Southmead have no shared interests.
Westbury and Henleaze do however have a partially shared cultural ambition and history. Henleaze
Lake, which is in fact in Southmead, and is only called Henleaze Lake since it is home to henleaze
swimming club reperesents an example of this tension.
Henleaze Swimming club members were deprived the use of the facility when Southmead Angling
Club member Mr Dave Hodges chained himself to the gates of the swimming club in protest to the
members plans to remove the fish. The Southmead Angling Club has more users of the lake than the
Henleaze Swimming club and the half mile long freshwater lake is an example of the tensions
between BS9 and BS10, with the Southmead anglers wanting the whole lake to fish in and the
Henleaze swimmers wanting the whole lake to fish in.
The tensions are ameliorated by both clubs using the facilities, from different ends of the same lake.

Shared Interests
Henleaze has many shared cultural ambitions with Westbury On Trym. The Westbury On Trym
village show over the summer is now complemented by the Henleaze Christmas Fair at the end of
the year. Community members from both attend each other’s shows.
By contrast, only people from Southmead go to the Southmead Community Festival held at the
Greenway Centre, Southmead, BS10. Southmead has its own newspaper, The Mead, not delivered to
either Westbury on Trym or Henleaze.
Both Henleaze and Westbury On Trym have their own societies, the Westbury On Trym Society and
The Henleaze Society respectively, protecting the character of the area. Southmead has no similar
facility.
Whereas Southmead is affected by the development at South Gloucestershire of Charlton Hayes,
neither Westbury On Trym or Henleaze is concerned about the development.
The culture and identity of Southmead is entirely separate to that of Westbury On Trym. Whilst
Westbury On Trym and Henleaze do have some commonalities, and similarities.
Promoting Effective and convenient local government and reflecting electoral cycles
In order to maintain and protect the character of the village of Westbury On Trym, but balance the
desire for electoral equality, it would be possible to reflect Westbury and Henleaze’s similar cultures
and aspirations, and create a single ward of “Henleaze and Westbury on Trym”, with three rather
than four councillors, by merging the existing WOT ward IN ITS ENTIRTY with that of Henleaze. No
part of the existing Westbury On Trym ward should move to Southmead. In return for dropping a
councillor and making a contribution towards electoral equality, the existing community of Westbury
on Trym is willing to drop a councillor.
Doing so would simplify administration, with a larger ward with three councillors rather than two
wards with two councillors. It would be more desirable for the city to have “all out” elections than
election by thirds (“elections of turds” as one local resident described at a community meeting).
Doing so would present the opportunity to change the councillors, rather than stick with a system in
which it is virtually impossible to remove a bad representative – such as one who has left the
country. The decision by the citizens of Bristol to adopt a Mayoral system was in a large part
associated with this frustration. Most people I speak with would prefer all out elections than to have
a Mayoral model. However, we were only presented with the option of having a Mayor. So we chose
to have one, to obtain change. Currently, the Mayor proposes to adopt all out elections.
In making their decision, I appreciate the boundary commissioners will need to balance the needs
and interests of other residents of Bristol than those of us fortunate enough to live in Westbury ON
Trym.
However, I respectfully remind the commissioners that Westbury ON TRym has existed as a
community since the 8th Century and you propose to wipe it off the map.
Put bluntly, that will happen over my dead body.

A single, merged, ward of Henleaze and Westbury on TRym using the original Westbury On Trym
boundaries, without anyone being redesignated Southmead, is the way forward.
Any option that moves people’s homes from Westbury On Trym to Southmead is unacceptable. Put
simply, people cannot get from WOT to Southmead given the several mile long chain link fencing
that separates the two, without any means of disabled access.
I call upon the boundary commission to keep the boundary of WOT as it is, but merge with Henleaze
into a single ward with three councillors to promote better electoral equality with the rest of the
city.
This is the proposal I ask you to deliver. This is the proposal the residents of the community I am part
of are calling for.
Anything else will result in disappointment and protest.
Kind regards,

Pete Daw BA(Hons) MA FCIH
Member of the Collaborative Research Programme of the Office of the Deputy Prime Minister &
Economic and Social Research Council (2004 – 2008)
Former Governor, University of the West of England.
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Comment text:
I have lived in Bishopston all my life ( 69 years ) . I currently live in
which now
seems to be in Redland . I do not wish to live in Redland . My address has always been Bishop
Road , Bishopston
I would like to continue using this address .
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Colin de-Beger

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I believe that the community of westbury on trym wishes to stay together. I support the idea
of merging the whole of westbury on trym with Henleaze and creating a larger ward boundary

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

FW: Boundary commission to redraw Bishopworth Ward
23 January 2015 14:03:49

From: Jayne Debes
Sent: 23 January 2015 13:30
To: Reviews@
Subject: Boundary commission to redraw Bishopworth Ward

Dear Review Officer
It was with regret I read your letter dated 27th December
As I have lived in Highridge on and off for 60 years there is a clear
boundary socially between the wards and to redraw Bishopsworth
ward would have a detrimental affect on how people see themselves
fitting in socially.
I would not recommend ANY re-drawing it would have a huge
impact socially.
I LIST MY CONCERNS:· People with properties in Highridge would suffer financially
as the properties are worth more on the market in this area.
· The bus services would be confused as would be the
passengers coming and going from these areas
· The catchment for schooling would change creating social
problems ( Highridge Early Years Infants and Juniors have an
outstanding OFSTED)
· Doctor catchments would change creating overload and
financial burdens for the surgeries ( Grange Road Surgery
could be made to take people from Hartcliffe who may be less
well than the HiIghridge residents)
· Hartcliffe has a high unemployment rate whereas Highridge
doesn’t also Hartcliffe is known natioanlly known to have a

poverty status
I would echo that this proposal is non-sensical and would divide the
natural community
Yours sincerely,
Briony Debes
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Feature Annotations

1:

Contains Ordnance Survey data © Crown copyright and database rights 2013.

Map Features:

Annotation 1:
Comment text:
I wish to register a strong objection to the proposed ward changes. To bring the Henleaze Lake area (including Tuffley Road) into the Southmead ward shows an
absolute lack of understanding and disregard for the communities that will be affected. When we chose to move to Westbury-On-Trym over 7 years ago it was
with the understanding that we shared the same values, aspirations, lifestyle and therefore voting concerns and expectations of our councillors. Moving our area
into the Southmead ward will mean we are largely at odds with the main needs and expectations of the majority of the Southmead ward. I appreciate that it's
quite a neat little line on the map, but from a community and voting perspective it makes no sense at all, and has been met with strong objections from all of
the neighbours we have spoken to on Tuffley Road, Lake Road, and Charis Road. Surely it makes sense to have Councillors that reflect the needs of their ward
rather than a line drawing exercise to make the numbers even. The Lake road area is very different from Southmead and should absolutely not be considered for
inclusion in the same ward. It makes much more sense to those that understand the area, the families and the wider community that this is included in the
Henleaze Ward.
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Comment text:
I am a resident of Cliftonwood in Clifton ward in Bristol. The proposal to create a Hotwells and
Harbourside Ward will divide Cliftonwood from Hotwells. The community of Cliftonwood and
Hotwells, is clearly recognised as a single entity by residents. The new boundary proposals will
divide this established community rather than reflect community identity. The proposed changes
will also have an impact on the existing Neighbourhood Partnership structure. The proposed
changes represent a threat to effective local government in our area that will undermine the
work that Council officers and community representatives have undertaken together in
improving the delivery of local services. The proposed boundary means that our houses will be
in a different ward from the communal garden (The Secret Garden) that we manage on behalf
of the local Cliftonwood community. That is just plain silly. I therefore oppose the proposed
changes.
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Comment text:
I refer to the proposal s concerning Westbury on Trym and Henleaze wards in the City of
Bristol. Leaving one of these new wards with only one councillor is not satisfactory and would
leave that ward's residents vulnerable where the councillor is incapacitated or otherwise
unavailable. Also, the proposal effectively splits WOT in half and in view of its long history this
is unfortunate to say the least. To name the proposed two-member ward 'Henleaze' and the
one-member ward 'WOT' will lead to confusion as the village of WOT will not be in the 'WOT'
ward! Therefore, it seems to me the satisfactory outcome should be a new 3-member ward
combining the two new proposed wards and naming it 'WOT and Henleaze'.
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Comment text:
To maintain our historical identity and preserve the integrity of the Westsbury-on-Trym, the
village and area as we have known for many years, we would like to commission to adopt the
odea of a partnership ward with Henleaze. This would combine the two wards into one and
sharing three councillors but still maintaining independent existing names.
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Comment text:
We would like to see the boundary relocated along the route of the old railway line (now a
cycle path). We live in
and use all the facilities of Hengrove and Whitchurch
Park - Church, Post Office, shops, play areas, restaurants/pubs, doctors, library, community
centre. In the 47 years in which we have lived here, we have never considered ourselves to be
in the Stockwood ward, so ask you to, please, consider moving the boundary line to include us
in the area in which we spend all our time - i.e. Hengrove. The cycle path would be the
obvious boundary line to use. Sincerely, Ken and Pam Dimond.
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Comment text:
I support the idea of a partnership ward between Westbury on Trym and Henleaze as proposed
by the Westbury on Trym Society. I live in the heart of Westbury on Trym village, opposite the
village hall and the church, yet under the current proposals I would be within the new Henleaze
Ward. The current proposal makes no sense. Previous local government reorganisation failed
because historic names were not kept, and many of the changes had to be unscrambled
subsequently. The current proposal doea not suggest that lesson has been learned.
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Comment text:
IT WAS WITH SHOCK AND DISBELIEF THAT WE SAW THE PROPOSALS FOR RE-DRAWING THE
WARD MAPS OF THE HENLEAZE, WESTBURY ON TRYM, SOUTHMEAD AND HORFIELD AREAS. THE
REVISION OF THE BOUNDARIES, AS PROPOSED, PUSHES ALL AREAS OF SOCIAL HOUSING INTO
THE SOUTHMEAD DISTRICT. WHEN COUNCILS ENCOURAGE A MIXED COMMUNITY, THE PRESENT
ARRANGEMENT IS FINE. THE REMOVAL OF WESTBURY ON TRYM AS A WARD BY
INCORPORATION OF THE VILLAGE CENTRE INTO HENLEAZE, AND THE MOVEMENT OF ITS
BOUNDARIES TO THE OTHER SIDE OF FALCONDALE ROAD IS BIZARRE. THE BOUNDARIES OF
HENLEAZE HAVE ALWAYS WORKED AS STARTING TO THE SOUTH WEST BOUNDARY OF
DONCASTER ROAD AND EXTENDING TO BOWNESS GARDENS, FOLLOWING THE TRYM TO THE
BADOCKS WOOD AND BACK ON TO GREYSTOKE AVENUE. HENLEAZE DIVIDES FROM WESTBURY
ON TRYM AT EASTFIELD ROAD AND EASTFIELD. HENLEAZE SWIMMING LAKE AND ITS
IMMEDIATE ENVIRONS HAVE BEEN PART OF HENLEAZE SINCE THE EARLY TWENTIETH CENTURY
OR EARLIER. HORFIELD DOES NOT BACK ON TO SOUTHMEAD ROAD. THE MOVEMENT OF THESE
BOUNDARIES APPEARS TO MARK AN ATTEMPT TO REIN IN AND SHIFT WARD AREAS TO CREAT
AREAS OF LARGE HOUSES AND WEALTH ONLY. THIS IS UN DEMOCRATIC. WE SAW THIS WITH
THE CONSTRUCTION OF REDLAND GREEN SCHOOL. THE CATCHMENT AREAS WERE SET OUT TO
ENCOMPASS A GOOD SPREAD OF DISTRICTS AND OPPORTUNITY FOR MANY, BUT THE
BOUNDARIES WERE GRADUALLY PULLED IN TO BE JUST 500m FROM THE SCHOOL, COVERING
ONLY AREAS OF EXPENSIVE HOUSING AND HIGH INCOME RESIDENTS. THIS MUST NOT HAPPEN
AGAIN! THE ON LINE CONSULTATION IS NOT AN EXTENSIVE ENOUGH EXERCISE TO
CONSTITUTE A FULL UNDERSTANDING BY RESIDENTS OF THE IMPLICATIONS PROPOSED BY
THE LBGCE, IN THAT NOT ALL WILL, 1, BE AWARE THAT THIS IS HAPPENING; 2, BE ONLINE,
AND 3 BE GIVEN A PROPER OPPORTUNITY TO VOTE/ HAVE THEIR SAY. THE PROCESS SHOULD
TAKE THE FORM OF DOOR TO DOOR LEAFLET DROPS FOR ALL WITH A DATE TO VOTE GIVEN.
THE CITY OF BRISTOL'S QUIET WAY OF GOING ABOUT THIS IS ANOTHER ATTEMPT TO
DISENFRANCHISE ITS RESIDENTS AND MAKE DECISIONS THAT AFFECT THOUSANDS WITHOUT
A PROPER PROCESS MADE AWARE TO ALL. OUR AWARENESS WAS ONLY BROUGHT INTO FOCUS
WITH ONLY A FEW DAYS TO GO, BY A NOTICE PUT TOGETHER BY A LOCAL RESIDENT. THIS IS
NOT GOOD ENOUGH. NATIONAL AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT NEED TO DO BETTER! KEEP THE
BOUNDARIES! I DON'T WANT TO LIVE IN SOUTHMEAD. I WANT TO STAY WHERE I AM AND SO
DO HUNDREDS AND THOUSANDS OF OTHERS. YOU ARE CLOSING UP THE BOUNDARIES AND
TAKING AWAY THE OPPORTUNITIES FOR ACCESS TO BETTER SCHOOLS AND MOVING THOSE TO
A FEW IN TIGHTER AREAS THAT HAVE HIGHER INCOMES. IN LOOKING AT THE PROPOSALS
WHERE SHOWN DIFFERENTLY FOR THE CITY IT IS CLEAR THAT CITY WANTS TO MAKE THE
HIGH INCOME AREAS SMALLER AND MOVE EVERYONE ELSE INTO OTHER AREAS, IE, PULL SEA
MILLS OUT OF THE STOKE BISHOP WARD, MOVING REDLAND TO ENCOMPASS LARGER
HOUSING, MAKE CLIFTON BIGGER. IT GOES ON. THIS IS NOT ON!! KEEP THE PRESENT
BOUNDARIES!!!!

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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BRISTOL CITY COUNCIL: LGBCE SUBMISSION

I am writing to comment on the Commission’s proposals for Westbury on Trym ward which,
of course, impacts on neighbouring wards. I live in Stoke Bishop ward, just over the
boundary with Westbury on Trym ward and adjacent to Westbury division A. I have a close
interest in Westbury: I have family there; my son briefly attended what is now Westbury
Academy when we came to Bristol in 1993; I have stood for the ward in Bristol City Council
elections in 2009, 2010, 2013 and 2014; and I am a co-opted member of the Neighbourhood
Partnership, where I take a particular interest in transport matters and in Westbury village
and the surrounding area.

I am sure you will have had other submissions pointing out that to describe a new ward
(comprising Westbury A and C) as “Westbury” would be inappropriate in both historical and
community terms. From an historical viewpoint, calling a ward “Westbury” from which the
village of that name going back many centuries is excluded makes little sense. From a
community point of view, Westbury village is very much a centre that serves a surrounding
area. The village has its own village hall, a primary school, a medical centre, numerous
banks, estate agents, shops of various kinds (including many independent ones) and some
active churches. So, given that the community is focused on Westbury village, it would
make sense to build an electoral ward around that community – making the village its
centre, and with a ward radiating out from it. As a private person, I do not have access to
detailed population statistics but assume the Commission does. I would be content with
either a one member or two member Westbury ward but focused on the village centre.

Graham Donald

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

FW: Westbury On Trym / Henleaze Wards
16 December 2014 08:54:04

From: Jo
Sent: 15 December 2014 13:00
To: Reviews@
Subject: Westbury On Trym / Henleaze Wards

Hello there,
I was recently privy to a huge online (BS9 related Facebook community page) discussion
on the proposed ward changes highlighting to me how much confusion, rumour and
misinformation about the proposed changes there is out there. I had understood the
following:
- the objective is to try to ensure that each ward represents a similar number of voters
and reflects similar community interests etc. So for instance I, as a resident of Westbury
On Trym would be represented by the new 2 member ward nominally called 'Henleaze'.
As I understand it you are not, for instance, proposing that I change my postal address to
Henleaze, or that the Westbury On Trym Parish Church now be called the Henleaze
Parish Church or that the Westbury On Trym CofE Academy change it's name to
Henleaze CofE Academy etc. Or that Westbury On Trym village centre now be know as
Henleaze Part B. I have seen a lot of panicked comments so thought I would just check
my understanding so I can allay their concerns.
Kindest regards,
Jo
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Comment text:
These proposals take no account of the fact that the natural boundary of Hengove and
Stockwood wards is the line of the old railway (now a walk and cycle path) with Hengrove to
the east and Stockwood to the west,not the Wells Road. All the shops and amenities for
Hazelbury Road, Kinsale Road and other local roads, shops, post office and local churches etc.
are centred on the Wells Road not Sturminster Road, Hollway Road etc. Apart from West Town
Lane there is no direct road connection to Stockwood from Hazelbury Road, David's Road etc.
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Rachel Drummond-Hay
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Comment text:
I oppose the proposal to split Hotwells and Cliftonwood (I am a resident here) - we are a very
tight and united community, have a single community association and is clearly recognised by
the people who live here as a single residents area. As I understand it, splitting the community
in half will also mean we have less representation in the council which is a disadvantage.
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Mr & Mrs Brian P Duguid

E-mail:
Postcode:
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Comment text:
Having lived in Westbury-on-Trym most of my life, I am amazed that such a foolish proposal
could be made to divide and change the name of one of the most historic areas of Bristol.
Westbury-on Trym parish church. which I attend, is one of the most important churches in
England and the surrounding roads, lanes, river and the green areas, contain so many historic
sites, under the name of WESTBURY-ON-TRYM, not Henleaze. I have raised a family in
Westbbury on Trym and they have attended the local schools and churches. Westbury on Trym
was a village outside the Bristol Walls during Henry V's reign, Henleaze is a relatively new area
as Bristol developed over the years. When Bristol became 'Avon' it lost it's city status and we
are glad this is no longer the case. We are proud to belong to the existing Westbury on Trym
boundaries and are against the boundary changes for the sake of electoral votes, why destroy
our local heritage? We are not opposed to the idea of a partnership ward with Henleaze,
combining the two present wards into one and sharing 3 councillors between us.
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16th Feb 2015
Dear Sir/Madam,
We have reviewed your draft proposals for revised ward boundaries in Bristol.
We, and the other residents of the Lake road area, are currently within the
Westbury-on-Trym (WoT) ward and your proposals would place us in the
Southmead ward.
We do not feel part of the Southmead community and do not use any of the
facilities of the Southmead estate by choice. We have no friends or relations in
the current Southmead ward and do not share the same political and social views
of the typical Southmead resident. We categorically do not want to be part of the
Southmead ward
The only time we enter the current Southmead ward is to visit the Medical centre
(the greenway community practice) we were assigned to - as our geographical
closest. The WoT Primary Care practice is only marginally further away (0.7 v 0.8
miles)
Generally our use of shops and facilities is split between the current Henleaze
and Westbury-on-Trym wards:

a toddlers music group “wiggles and giggles” in
the Westbury-on-Trym Methodist Church.
.

Quarry Park play area in the current Henleaze
ward

hair-cut in V&M Barbers in Henleaze
 We attended the Westbury Christmas festival - where we had an
unplanned reunion with an old friend (who lives in the WoT ward and
will remain)
 We generally shop in the shops on Henleaze Road (Molesworth Butchers,
Parsons bakery/ Henleaze Hardware etc.)
 We use the bank and post office in WoT
 If we meet friends for drinks or a meal in a local pub it is usually in the
Eastfield Inn in Henleaze; occasionally the Mouse or Victoria in WoT
 Our Friend who lives on
(which will also move from
WoT to Southmead) was married in the Holy Trinity church in WoT and
the reception was held in WoT village hall.

I would also like to point out there is clear change in the architecture from the
Lake road area houses which are generally white washed semi-detached houses
constructed around 1930, like many in WoT and Henleaze, to the short red brick
terraces of the Southmead estate, constructed at the end of World War 2. The
current ward boundary with WoT ending at Delvin road generally reflects this
change in architecture. The Admissions Area of Priority for the Bristol Free
School also uses Delvin road as a clear boundary.
Whilst I appreciate the Southmead area may need to grow to rebalance the
number of voters, I would question why it is being extended into the Lake Road
area whilst simultiously the area to the north of Pen Park (Briarside road and
Charlton Mead road) is being removed from Southmead and placed in Henbury
and Brentry.
Another anomaly is the small estate of post war bungalows around Penrith
Gardens. This estate is surrounded by Southmead Hospital on two sides; the Lidl
supermarket and the Southmead estate itself to the North, however, it remains
part of Horfield. If any area should be subsumed in to Southmead it is the
Penrith Gardens estate as it is isolated from the rest of Horfield by the hospital
and will naturally use the shops on Southmead road.
In conclusion we do not want to become part of the Southmead ward and would
prefer to either:
 Remain part of the WoT ward
 Be moved to the Henleaze ward
 Become part of a new combined Westbury and Henleaze ward
Any of these three solutions would reflect the community in which we live whilst
the current proposal does not.

Yours sincerely

Alexander and Phillipa Dunbar
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Comment text:
Regarding Hotwells and Harbourside. When I moved from Hotwells to Cliftonwood in 2008 I was
pleased that I would still be part of the successful community of Hotwells & Cliftonwood but no
more apparently. Surely the floating harbour provides a natural boundary to our cohesive
community which shares many of the same concerns? We will only have one councillor which is
crazy particularly as we do not have many of the same concerns as the Triangle. Since when
has Clifton Triangle been part of Harbourside?
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Comment text:
Highbury Residents’ Association covers the residential streets of Tyndalls Park Mews, Highbury
Villas, Osborne Villas and the west side of the top of St Michael’s Hill, all currently in Cabot
Ward. We are part of the residential area at the top of St Michael’s Hill, centred on the shops,
with High Kingsdown on one side and us on the other. In the proposals, we find that this
residential area is divided along an apparently arbitrary line which wiggles between and through
shops and houses on the east side of St Michael’s Hill. It even cuts through a block of flats!
This proposal puts our residents in Central Ward. This would mean that two sets of local
councillors would be representing the interests of a single residential/commercial area. We feel
strongly that our interests are firmly aligned with those of our neighbouring residential area in
Cotham. We do not identify with Central area. Ideally this part of the Cabot Ward would remain
unchanged. The proposal divides the Kingsdown community into three, by chopping off the
western and southern bits of Kingsdown. Kingsdown, centred on Kingsdown parade, has always
been tightly linked to St Michaels Hill - St Michaels Hill is the local shopping area for
Kingsdown. The Highbury and High Kingsdown Residents Associations have long cooperated with
their joint interests in St Michaels, and this would divide them. If changes are to be made, we
ask that the proposed boundary is re-drawn as the blue line on the map below, so that we are
in the same ward – Cotham – as High Kingsdown. We estimate that this would add less than
100 households to the Cotham area. This is a small number of voters, especially when
considering that the majority of these households are student tenancies, not permanent
residents. We have considered your criteria: Boundaries should ‘reflect the identity and interests
of local communities’: Aligning us with Cotham, a residential area like ours, reflects our identity
and interests far more than those of Central area. We believe that our interests as residents
would be totally swamped by the huge range of other issues in Central ward with its
commercial, retail, transport and entertainment concerns. Also, we are not part of the
University precinct and do not wish to be seen as such. Boundaries should ‘reflect community
interests and identities and include evidence of community links’: Highbury Residents’
Association has strong links and interests in common with High Kingsdown Residents’
Association and the traders who work (and often also live) at the top of St Michael’s Hill. We
have worked together to promote ‘Bristol in Bloom’ in our area. We link with High Kingsdown
Residents Association, attending each other’s meetings and liaising on issues of mutual concern.
For example, the two Associations have worked together on a project (the Highbury Place
scheme) to improve the top of St Michael’s Hill, initiated with a Neighbourhood Well Being grant
in 2011. Community identity: We have many issues in common with Cotham residents,
particularly those associated with living in an area close to the University with a high student
population in streets which also house families and other permanent residents. As we said
above, we do not identify with the issues important to the central city area of Bristol.
Identifiable boundaries: in our proposed new boundary, all roads within the blue boundary are
residential, whereas those to the north, west and south are University property, part of the
University precinct. Our roads are NOT part of the University precinct (although sometimes
marked as such on maps). Liz and Cameron Dunn
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Highbury Residents’ Association covers the residential streets of Tyndalls Park Mews,
Highbury Villas, Osborne Villas and the west side of the top of St Michael’s Hill, all currently
in Cabot Ward. We are part of the residential area at the top of St Michael’s Hill, centred on
the shops, with High Kingsdown on one side and us on the other.
In the proposals, we find that this residential area is divided along an apparently arbitrary line
which wiggles between and through shops and houses on the east side of St Michael’s Hill.
It even cuts through a block of flats! This proposal puts our residents in Central Ward. This
would mean that two sets of local councillors would be representing the interests of a single
residential/commercial area.
We feel strongly that our interests are firmly aligned with those of our neighbouring
residential area in Cotham. We do not identify with Central area. Ideally this part of the
Cabot Ward would remain unchanged.
The proposal divides the Kingsdown community into three, by chopping off the western and
southern bits of Kingsdown. Kingsdown, centred on Kingsdown parade, has always been
tightly linked to St Michaels Hill - St Michaels Hill is the local shopping area for Kingsdown.
The Highbury and High Kingsdown Residents Associations have long cooperated with their
joint interests in St Michaels, and this would divide them.

If changes are to be made, we ask that the proposed boundary is re-drawn as the blue
line on the map below, so that we are in the same ward – Cotham – as High
Kingsdown.
We estimate that this would add less than 100 households to the Cotham area. This is a
small number of voters, especially when considering that the majority of these households
are student tenancies, not permanent residents.
We have considered your criteria:
Boundaries should ‘reflect the identity and interests of local communities’:
Aligning us with Cotham, a residential area like ours, reflects our identity and interests far
more than those of Central area. We believe that our interests as residents would be totally
swamped by the huge range of other issues in Central ward with its commercial, retail,
transport and entertainment concerns. Also, we are not part of the University precinct and do
not wish to be seen as such.
Boundaries should ‘reflect community interests and identities and include evidence of
community links’:
Highbury Residents’ Association has strong links and interests in common with High
Kingsdown Residents’ Association and the traders who work (and often also live) at the top
of St Michael’s Hill. We have worked together to promote ‘Bristol in Bloom’ in our area.
We link with High Kingsdown Residents Association, attending each other’s meetings and
liaising on issues of mutual concern. For example, the two Associations have worked
together on a project (the Highbury Place scheme) to improve the top of St Michael’s Hill,
initiated with a Neighbourhood Well Being grant in 2011.
Community identity:
We have many issues in common with Cotham residents, particularly those associated with
living in an area close to the University with a high student population in streets which also
house families and other permanent residents. As we said above, we do not identify with the

issues important to the central city area of Bristol.
Identifiable boundaries: in our proposed new boundary, all roads within the blue boundary
are residential, whereas those to the north, west and south are University property, part of
the University precinct. Our roads are NOT part of the University precinct (although
sometimes marked as such on maps).
We urge you to re-draw the boundary along the lines we propose in the map below.
Liz and Cameron Dunn
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Comment text:
Dear Sir / Madam. The proposal to annexe the heart of Westbury on Trym for the sake of
boundary changes is ill thought out and makes no sense at all.The Historical heart of Westbury
dating to the 8century is an integral part of the Westbury community. It should never be cut
out of Westbury on Trym just for the dubious requirements of the Boundary Commission. It is a
vibrant hub for commerce and trade with one of the oldest shops in Bristol being at the heart
of the community , it also has it's own distinctive and well served village hall, mens club 15c
church and a very well established and active business association which has successfully
promoted the Christmas Fair amongst other things. Westbury also has it's own distinct character
with it's many pubs and restaurants, all these will be lost from the identity of the village if
these silly proposals are allowed. Our own excellent MP Charlotte Leslie and our MEP Ashley Fox
have also voiced their opposition to these proposal but their views seem to have been ignored.
Hopefully sense will prevail and the centre and Historical heart of the village will remain as it is
at the centre of the Westbury on Trym community.
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